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Panic in the sky, as an unknown aerial vehicle 
attacks a California town yesterday.

The attack occurred 
around two-thirty 
yesterday after noon.

The area has been put 
under lock down and an 
official investigation is 
under way.

The government has sent out troops to 
contain the situation, but the area is 
under quarantine to civilians.

We hope to get you more information 
on this as it comes in.



Yes sir.
No sir, I don’t think you 
need to put another agents 
group on this assignment.

I understand Director Blaze.

Do you understand what 
we’re dealing with here? 
The fear, the confusion. The 
public is demanding answers.

We’re working on it sir. We’ll 
get to the bottom of is soon.

I need faster than soon. The 
public isn’t going to stand for a 
city being locked down for long.  

I know sir. I have my best 
agents working on it.

Well get results.

And don’t call me back until then.



So how did it go?

As good as it gets.

Do you have any real results?
Actually we might.

Our satellites were able to track 
the bogy. It touched down just off 
the coast of California.

Then let’s put together our plan.



Flex, we have a mission for you.

What’s up guys?
We were able to track the location of the 
bogy. I want you and Cam to sneak in and 
work re con.

Don’t worry Dash. We won’t let you down.
Tee Vee is calculating our best route 
in now. We’ll be going soon.

I have this chip for you to take. It 
should be able to pass just about any 
encryption. Just plug it in and get out.



Because I’m nimble. I move on cats 
feet. If we needed someone to smash 
everything up, then we’d send you in.

Just don’t 
come back dead.Sir, are you sure about sending 

Flex in for this mission?

Flex will do his part.

But why not send me?



They’re there alright.
And they’re producing more bombs.
Where’d they get the uniforms? That must be the leader.

I’m ready to go in.

We’ll drop the sub in on the 
far side of the cliff. Tee Vee 
will direct you from there.

Once you’re in, we might 
lose radio contact.

Don’t worry Cam.

I’ll be fine.



Okay Flex, it’s up to you now.



This is interesting.

What is it Radia?

This one was different. 
It had this chip on it. 
This looks man made.

Let me see that.
I need to make a call.
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Hello Ogel its Dash.
What is it?

I assume you saw the news. I think 
we could really use your help.

So just like that? All is supposed to be forgiven? 
I don’t think so Dash. I’ve moved on, while you’re 
out trying to make a better world, I’ll be working 
on a perfect one. Good bye.

Dash, we’ve got a problem.
Tee Vee just traced that call.

What now?



Cam, I 
made it in...

Cam...

No radio.



Flex, are you in?

Dash? I can’t reach Cam.

Cam’s fine. Just attach the chip 
to the computer and get out.

I’m at the computer.

Chip’s plugged in—

Wait, I found the 
location of the orbs.

No Flex get out...

Flex!



I’m at the orbs. I’ll grab one.

Intruder.

You can talk?



Dash, they got Flex

Cam get back here.

We’ve got new in-tel.
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